the critical link in transaction processing

Extracting information from paper

I

nstalled on scores of transports around the world, DocuTran® II from Tangent Systems®, Inc. is a

proven, robust and flexible software solution for high-speed document imaging and transaction
processing applications. Encompassing a wide range of state-of-the-art recognition technologies,
DocuTran improves efficiency and reduces the cost-per-item-processed for complex and/or highvolume applications. The software integrates high-speed throughput with intelligent document
processing for a variety of applications, from the common — such as remittance, check and sales
drafts — to the unique and complicated — such as stock proxies, delivery receipts and orderfulfillment forms. And when coupled with Tangent’s expertise and dedicated service, DocuTran
becomes your critical link in transaction processing.

The DocuTran® II difference
A science project provides a great learning experience when you’re in high school. But your business
shouldn’t bear the cost of this kind of education. For all its glamour, custom programming is timeconsuming and expensive and rarely benefits the end user. The lightning-fast pace of technological
change in operating systems, platforms, databases, industry standards, etc., means that custom
software quickly becomes obsolete — not to mention unreliable and difficult to support. When you
buy or develop custom software, essentially you’re getting the untested alpha version of the product. In other words, you’re getting a never-ending science project.
DocuTran avoids the custom code trap. Drawing from a deep knowledge base of document
processing — Tangent employees average 17 years of experience in the field — DocuTran was
created as an extensible, parameter-based system. This unique, flexible architecture allows us to
tailor each installation to the specific requirements of our customers while eliminating the majority
of custom code. This means DocuTran is:
Adaptable. DocuTran can handle far more than just remittance processing applications. DocuTran’s
broad functionality includes key features for many document processing applications, such as
balancing for credit card sales drafts, mark sense for stock proxies, bar code recognition for
coupon processing and CAR/LAR recognition for check processing and remittance.
Quickly implemented. DocuTran’s parameter-driven design significantly reduces application
implementation time. When your requirements change, this flexibility reduces the time and cost
to respond. A variety of functions are already in place to handle common needs for validating
fields, utilizing high-speed transport features, CAR/LAR/ICR, remote keying and establishing
multiple balancing levels and custom workflow. Unique problems can be addressed with very
little effort through structured exit routines.
A complete solution. DocuTran incorporates all the essential components of paper-based
transaction processing, including data capture, image capture, image recognition, record validation,
data entry, correction, verification, balancing, document sorting, reporting, data extraction and
data transmission.

A flexible solution
Capture
Capture Seamlessly interfaces with all major transports and their
options, even in mixed transport environments. Allows for real-time

Remote
Keying

Correction/
Data Entry

edits and sort decisions based upon MICR and/or OCR data.
Correction/Data Entry Provides for complete and accurate data
by allowing operators to enter additional non-machine-readable
data. Extensive validations are available and can be used during document capture as well. Data entry is designed and opti-

®

Recognition

Balancing

mized for high-speed, image-based, heads-down data entry.
Balancing Automatically generates and balances multi-level
totals as data is captured, entered or corrected into the system.
This eliminates additional delays found in systems that perform
batch balancing functions as a separate step.

Encoding

Extract

Encoding Checks are encoded at the full speed of the transport with
minimal exceptions due to DocuTran’s unique and proven matching algo-

Reports

rithms. Data can come from a DocuTran application or an outside source such
as a forms processing system.
Reports DocuTran provides a wide variety of reports to help management control the operation and provide a complete audit trail for all data
and cash processing. Reports include: batch balance, cash letters and recaps, transport and operator statistics, and transaction balancing.
Extract DocuTran provides complete flexibility in the extraction of document data for host transmission, specialized reports, database
updates, etc. DocuTran supports output to tape, communication line, LAN or disk. All transport and operator statistics are stored in DBF files,
an industry standard format. Application data can be exported to any other standard file format along with images in TIFF or JPEG formats.
Recognition DocuTran uses a variety of recognition technologies, including OCR, MICR, ICR, CAR/LAR, bar code, mark detect and Tangent’s
proprietary Customer Notation Detection (CND) to read and capture human- and machine-readable text.
Remote Keying Eliminates labor shortages and minimizes labor costs through seamless outsourcing of image data entry to one or more service
bureaus anywhere in the world utilizing Tangent’s SWEPTTM protocol. SWEPT (Standard Work Exchange ProTocol) is an open work exchange
standard supported by a growing list of vendors.

Never obsolete
DocuTran is readily adaptable to new technologies. DocuTran’s open, scalable and upgradeable architecture gives you the freedom to
configure and reconfigure your system as needed. DocuTran supports all major image-capable transports, Windows NT or Novell file
servers, and NT workstations. DocuTran applications can be quickly reconfigured to utilize different transports
Supported
Transports
BancTec
IBM
NCR
Opex
Panini
Unisys

so you can preserve your investment in the system and still upgrade or replace the hardware.
Like adding links to a chain, DocuTran grows as your business grows. The completely scalable architecture handles anywhere from 1,000 to more than one million transactions a day. And Tangent’s commitment to
regular product upgrades and new value-added features helps you realize increased savings and efficiencies by
making use of today’s — and tomorrow’s — technologies.
DocuTran is built on Tangent Systems’ commitment to forging solid, lasting relationships with its
customers. By delivering on its promise of fast, flexible and dependable transaction processing solutions,
DocuTran provides a critical link in our customers’ growth and success.

Practical advantages

User reviews

Operator-friendly interface Reduces time and money

“Our remittance processing application has

on training. DocuTran users don’t have to use a mouse for

some very unusual and complex data capture

production operations, so they remain productive by keep-

requirements. Tangent Systems® understood

ing both hands at the keyboard.

our needs and quickly implemented a
solution. Now we are able to deposit our

Automatic tracking of changes to data Provides a conclusive and valuable audit trail for better management control.
Customer-definable operator profiles Controls operator

donor contribution faster and put the funds
to work providing service to disabled
veterans.”

access and screen preferences and provides secure control of

Disabled American Veterans

temporary and contract employees during peak times.
Robust system recovery Automatically recovers to the last

“Tangent™ has been our partner since we

good working state in the event of a power or system failure.

first implemented an automated remittance

Customizable workflow Allows you to operate “your
way” and not some predetermined way.

processing application and has kept up with
our enormous growth. The transportindependent design allows us to use

Database optimized for high-speed processing Elimi-

transports from different vendors, and we’re

nates needs for end-of-day down time and maintenance

taking advantage of DocuTran’s® unique

by a database administrator.

features, such as remote keying and change

Extensible functionality Designed from the ground up

of name and address.”

to eliminate or minimize custom code, utilizing a compre-

Capital One Financial Corporation

hensive set of parameters for configuration to different

(NYSE: COF)

applications. Whenever necessary, however, DocuTran’s
capabilities can also be extended to meet unique require-

“Tangent Systems® has clearly demonstrated

ments by using “C” or Basic.

their commitment to customer satisfaction

Customer Notation Detection Improves accuracy and
customer satisfaction by automatically detecting changes
of name and address, and the presence of signatures,

by adding features and functionality that
allow us to process our work the way we
want.”
SAFECO Property and Casualty

check-box marks and other customer comments.
Insurance Companies
Image Archive Export transactional data and images to
an archive or image workflow system. Eliminate microfilm
and re-use departmental images to improve enterprisewide efficiency and customer service.
High quality documentation, training & installation
Maximizes your return on investment by ensuring that your
operators know how to use the full capabilities of the system.
Competent, responsive technical support Ensures maximum system utilization and assists in maintaining and
enhancing your system. Along with our trained support
staff, DocuTran software contains many innovative support tools to accelerate problem resolution.
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About Tangent Systems

®

Tangent Systems, Inc. specializes in image-based
transaction processing software solutions
designed to handle high-volume and unique or
complex paper-based transactions. Founded in
1984, we’re best known for developing long-term
client relationships by providing proven and
flexible solutions, quick and reliable
implementations and responsive and dedicated
customer service. Our technical professionals
have considerable experience not only in
document processing, but also in other areas of
software development, such as data
communications protocol design, operating
systems design and interactive voice systems. In
addition to software, we also provide on-site
training, application maintenance support and
software customization services. For more
information on Tangent Systems Inc. or any of
our solutions, call (847) 882.3833 or visit
www.tangent-systems.com.
DocuTran®, Tangent Systems®,Tangent™ and SWEPT™ are trademarks or
registered trademards of Tangent Systems, Inc. All other product names and
company names mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners.
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